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Greetings from the studio!

I’ve been getting a lot of inspiration from plants 
this past year. Plants, shoots, blooms, stems, 
blossoms; all such captivating source material. 
Interestingly, I don’t go into the studio with any 
intention of actually painting flowers or anything 
of a botanical nature. There’s the inspiration 
from the outside world, and then there’s what 
shows up on the canvas. They’re often 
very different things, but with recent 
paintings and designs, the natural world 
definitely seems to be making an appearance.

As both an artist and a writer, it fascinates me 
how  we as humans engage in dialogue with the 
world  around us. How we navigate our lives 
using language, and how we commune with with 
animals and plant life using our other senses, 
resulting in a different kind of interchange. In 
this edition of Earthed, I’m sharing an extract 
from an e-book I’m working on called the A-Z 
of Communing with the Universe- I hope you 
enjoy it!

Jordan x
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Shop my new design ‘the heart of the matter’

latest print

The Heart of the Matter fine art print is a 
gallery quality Giclée print on natural white, 
matte, ultra smooth, 100% cotton rag, acid 
and lignin free archival paper. Archival inks 
are used and it’s custom trimmed with a one 
inch border for framing.

 $62.00

EXTRA LARGE
ART PRINT   

CLICK HERE TO  

Perfect 
for gifts!

WEEKENDER TOTE $51.00

ROUND BEACH TOWEL $89.00

SPIRAL-BOUND NOTEBOOK $18.00

NEW PRODUCT!

NEW PRODUCT!

NEW PRODUCT!

NEW PRODUCT!

YOGA MAT $83.00

Prices in USD. 
Shipping not included.

https://jordanharcourthughes.com/
https://fineartamerica.com/products/heart-of-the-matter-jordan-harcourt-hughes-poster.html
https://fineartamerica.com/products/heart-of-the-matter-jordan-harcourt-hughes-spiral-notebook.html
https://fineartamerica.com/products/heart-of-the-matter-jordan-harcourt-hughes-weekender-totebag.html
https://fineartamerica.com/products/heart-of-the-matter-jordan-harcourt-hughes-round-beach-towel.html
https://fineartamerica.com/products/heart-of-the-matter-jordan-harcourt-hughes-yoga-mat.html
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communing
Walk amongst the flowers – you might be surprised 
how open they are to communicating with you!

‘Walk amongst the flowers’ is the ‘W’ 
chapter of an e-book I’m currently 
working on called The A-Z of 
Communing with the Universe. 
Stay tuned for for chapters in future 
editions of Earthed.

I first started experiencing a heightened sense of 
communion with plants and flowers around late 2016. 
It came about quite by accident, in fact. As a result of 
some health issues I had reluctantly cut stimulants out 
of my diet; namely coffee and alcohol. Can you hear the 
wailing of grief? Yes, that was me. Coffee is one of my 
favourite things and I would have given anything not to 
have had to give it up.
Despite my grief, I noticed an unexpected and very 
postive side-effect. I was becomimg more aware of 
nature and more open to the vibrant energy of flowers 
and plants. My whole sensory network began to billow 
out in the direction of any and all plant life around me. 
Walks around our neighbourhood became a new 
experience. Colours became deeper and more 
luminous. Frangrances found me more quickly. 
I noticed how incredible the air seemed, more 
oxygenated or more pure, in areas of dense foliage.

Keen to experience it yourself? 
If you’re in my neck of the woods and want to spend an 
hour in blissful communion with flowers, I recommend 
the Cremorne Point Circuit Walk. Caffeine or no 
caffeine, it’s bliss!

If I was to go share my pondering on the energy of flowers 
and plants, and how they are so attractive to the eye, I 

https://jordanharcourthughes.com/
https://jordanharcourthughes.com/
https://www.bestsydneywalks.com/cremorne-point-circuit-walk-mosman-bay/
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Kenny Ausubel, from Bioneers, states:

‘Over the past two decades there has 

been a revolution in vegetable biology. 

Science now shows us that plants 

appear to be sentient beings. They 

perceive light, smell, touch, water 

and many more variables than we 

do. They can learn, remember and 

communicate. They exhibit the traits 

that we associate with personhood….

Research over the past 30 years has 

illuminated a profound intelligence 

throughout nature.’

would say that they want to be noticed. They’re 
pleased when you stop by to say hello. 

Flower and plants have so much to offer us, and 
very often we’re distracted by our lives to really 
notice them. But they have so much beauty 
– and who doesn’t need to feel touched by
beauty? They have charm and grace – and who
doesn’t enjoy being close to grace? And most
importantly, they connect us to the earth – and
we can all feel closer to the earth and more
grounded.

If you feel a little odd about the idea that 
plants and flowers might have their own inten-
tions, and be actively trying to engage with us 
and make us feel happier, more healthy and 
more connected to the earth and to each other, 
you might be interested to know that there is a 
lot of research being done in vegetable biolo-
gy, that shows that plants are in fact sentient 
beings!

Title: The Hidden Life of Trees by Peter Wohhleben
Better in hard copy or digital format? I read this on Kindle 
and regretted not buying an actual book to be able to leaf 
through and take my time with some of the denser chapters. Go 
traditional for this one!
Why read it? Some chapters are more scientific and technical 
than anything I usually read, but in terms of the overall sense 
of wonder this book delivers, it’s incredible. It bookmarks such 
an incredible shift in the consciousness of the human race 
that it should be text book reading for every child. Because, 
here, suddenly, is proof, that we are immersed in an awakening 
world, a planet with communication systems that we are only 
just beginning to perceive and understand. It feels like frontier 
territory. 

book review

Kenny Ausubel is the co-founder and CEO of 
Bioneers, a nonprofit dedicated to disseminating 
solutions for restoring Earth’s ecosystems. 
Click here to watch his YouTube video on plants 
as sentient beings. 

https://jordanharcourthughes.com/
https://jordanharcourthughes.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=couHXnRdIc4
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Now available for your bedroom - pillow cases, sheets and duvet 
covers!

bedroom
Sheet sets:  Heart of the Matter comes in soft, 100% natural cotton 
that softens with each wash. All natural fabric is perfect for breathable, 
cozy bedding. The perfect way t0 introduce a pop of color to your 
bedroom, the guest room, or the kid’s rooms. Sheet sets includes a 
standard fitted sheet, flat sheet and pillow cases.
Duvet cover: Also made with 100% natural cotton sateen, the Heart 
of the Matter duvet cover features a crisp knife edge finish, a discreet 
hidden zipper at the foot, and comforter ties inside of each corner. 4.

5.

6.

7.

A touch of warmth to balance a botanical design
This writing desk and chair are the perfect compliment to my Heart of the Mat-
ter prints and homewares - warm wood offering that grounding presence and 
black lines finishing off the colour palette with an elegant strength.
source: Pinterest

NEW PRODUCTS!

SHEET SETS FROM $189.00

DUVET COVERS FROM $179.00

https://jordanharcourthughes.com/
https://jordanharcourthughes.com/
https://www.roostery.com/p/langshan-sheet-set/7161652-heart-of-the-matter-by-jordan_harcourt-hughes
https://www.roostery.com/p/wyandotte-duvet-cover/7161652-heart-of-the-matter-by-jordan_harcourt-hughes
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silent 
regeneratotion

How silence can literally grow your brain

I found this article to be remarkable 
and a great argument for turning 
down the volume any way you can. 

If you are interested in reading the 
full article, you can click to find it 
online here. 

‘No talking, but action’

Lifehack.org recently published a really 
interesting article on the importance of 
silence to our brains.

The article by Rebecca Beris introduced 
this idea by exploring a marketing 
campaign that Finland ran a few years 
ago, enticing people to visit Finland 
and experience its silent beauty. They 
released a series of photographs of 
single figures in nature and used the 
slogan ‘Silence, Please’. The tagline: ‘No 
talking, but action.’

The image on the left is the path of a 
beautiful walk Chris and I did recently 
in Taupo, New Zealand. I imagine this 
is the kind of quiet action Finland 
was imagining, and I think it’s true -  I 
always feel incredibly uplifted after 
being away from the din of civilisation!

Beris writes:
‘Finland may be on to something 
very big. You could be seeing the 
very beginnings of using silence 
as a selling point as silence may be 
becoming more and more attractive. 
As the world around becomes 
increasingly loud and cluttered you 
may find yourself seeking out the 
reprieve that silent places and silence 
have to offer. This may be a wise move 
as studies are showing that silence is 
much more important to your brains 

than you might think.’

‘A 2013 study on mice published in the journal 
Brain, Structure and Function used differed 
types of noise and silence and monitored the 
effect the sound and silence had on the brains 
of the mice. The silence was intended to be 
the control in the study but what they found 
was surprising. The scientists discovered that 
when the mice were exposed to two hours of 
silence per day they developed new cells in the 
hippocampus. The hippocampus is a region of 
the brain associated with memory, emotion 
and learning. Researcher Imke Kirste said 
‘We saw that silence is really helping the new 
generated cells to differentiate into neurons, 
and integrate into the system.’

‘Further studies also show how hard the 
brain is working during silent periods, 
and that takes the opportunity to use the 

time to actively internalise and evaluating 
information.  In 2013, in Frontiers in Human 
Neuroscience, Joseph Moran et al. wrote, 
‘when the brain rests it is able to integrate 
internal and external information into a 
conscious workspace. When you are not 
distracted by noise or goal-orientated tasks, 
there appears to be a quiet time that allows 
your conscious workspace to process things. 
During these periods of silence, your brain 
has the freedom it needs to discover its place 
in your internal and external world.’

https://jordanharcourthughes.com/
https://jordanharcourthughes.com/
https://www.lifehack.org/377243/science-says-silence-much-more-important-our-brains-than-thought
https://www.lifehack.org/377243/science-says-silence-much-more-important-our-brains-than-thought
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Fine Art Print Mini: $19.99
Small: $27.99

Medium: $37.99

Yoga mat $83.32

Weekender Tote $50.63

Sheet set Twin: $189.00
Queen $219.00
King $249.00

Duvet Cover Twin: $179.00
Queen $209.00
King $239.00

Gift-wrap $13.50

Spiral-bound notebook $18.59

Carry-all pouch Small: $21.15
Med: $28.29
Large: $35.25

Throw pillow with insert Small: $30.76
Med: $37.81

Large: $64.09 

STOCK LIST Featured products

New products

Also available 

A note about my online stores

My art and design products are 

available through a variety of online 

marketplaces. All of them offer secure 

shopping.

The click-to-purchase links will either 

take you to my personal website where 

I sell original artworks and special 

packages, Society6, Fine Art America, 

Roostery or Spoonflower. If you have 

issues with any of these sites please let 

me know by emailing me at hithere@ 

jordanharcourthughes.com. 

Pricing

Pricing is correct at the time of 

publication. With the exception of 

sales through jordanharcourthughes. 

com, all pricing is in USD. Items also 

ship from the US.

Shipping

Prices do not include shipping. 

Shipping costs start at $10 and will be 

calculated upon check out.

Returns

I want you to love whatever you 

purchase, so if you don’t, you can 

return it. Please let me know within 

48 hours of receiving your goods.

https://jordanharcourthughes.com/
mailto:hithere%40jordanharcourthughes.com?subject=
mailto:hithere%40jordanharcourthughes.com?subject=
https://fineartamerica.com/products/heart-of-the-matter-jordan-harcourt-hughes-yoga-mat.html
https://fineartamerica.com/products/heart-of-the-matter-jordan-harcourt-hughes-weekender-totebag.html
https://www.roostery.com/p/langshan-sheet-set/7161652-heart-of-the-matter-by-jordan_harcourt-hughes?o=size~king
https://www.roostery.com/p/wyandotte-duvet-cover/7161652-heart-of-the-matter-by-jordan_harcourt-hughes
https://www.spoonflower.com/giftwrap/7161652-heart-matter-by-jordan_harcourt-hughes
https://fineartamerica.com/products/heart-of-the-matter-jordan-harcourt-hughes-spiral-notebook.html
https://fineartamerica.com/products/heart-of-the-matter-jordan-harcourt-hughes-pouch-large.html
https://fineartamerica.com/products/heart-of-the-matter-jordan-harcourt-hughes-throw-pillow-26-26.html
https://society6.com/product/heart-of-the-matter1138763_print?sku=s6-8769180p4a1v45


Website: jordanharcourthughes.com
To visit my Society6 shop click here
To visit my Fine Art America shop click here
To visist my Roostery shop click here
E: hithere@jordanharcourthughes.com
Facebook:jordaninthestudio
Instagram: jordaninthestudio
Pinterest: jhhsydney

Jordan is a Sydney-based author, artist 

and designer. Her work, renown for 

a vibrant use of colour, is a dialogue 

about nature, abstract beauty, spiritual 

experience and pattern making.

jordan in the studio
jordanharcourthughes.com

original art and design

http://jordanharcourthughes.com
https://society6.com/jordanharcourthughes
https://fineartamerica.com/profiles/jordan-harcourt-hughes/shop
https://www.roostery.com/e?user=jordan_harcourt-hughes
mailto:hithere%40jordanharcourthughes.com?subject=Hello%21
https://www.facebook.com/jordaninthestudio/
https://www.instagram.com/jordaninthestudio/
https://au.pinterest.com/jhhsydney/pins/
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